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THIS month, I examine what is undoubtedly the most
critical and the most visible enterprise application

regardless of the scale of the enterprise — electronic mail.
Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTP), the basic Internet
protocol for identifying recipients and
transporting electronic mail between
systems, is one of the most difficult
services to configure in the traditional
S/390 environment. Stability, scala-
bility and functionality are necessary
in order to supply a basis for a mobile
and flexible workspace.

Sendmail, originally developed at
UC Berkeley, has become the de-facto
standard for supporting Unix-based
mail systems. While this article can-
not possibly cover all the details of
sendmail, the ability to perform
sendmail configuration from scratch
is widely considered the mark of a
Unix wizard. We are lucky that the
default configuration shipped with
the current distribution of most Linux
(and Linux for S/390) systems is usable in most common
configurations.

It is important, however, to keep in mind that sendmail is
only part of the story. To build a complete solution, we need
several pieces: a mail handling system like sendmail, a way
to compose and to read mail, and a method to remotely
access mailboxes to support the mobility requirements
mentioned previously. This month’s article focuses on the
transport and mail-handling component; next month’s article
will examine the other components.

ENTERPRISE MAIL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES

Before discussing the role of Linux for S/390 in an enterprise
mail system, some terms might be helpful. As I mentioned

previously, there are three pieces to
engineering a mail solution for an
enterprise. The most visible piece (to
the users) is the mail composition and
reading user interface, commonly
called a Mail User Agent (MUA). The
MUA handles all the tasks related to
creating and addressing outgoing
mail, and presents incoming messages
to the user for processing. In many
enterprises, microcomputers perform
this function by using client programs
on desktop operating systems. These
microcomputers allow mouse-based
function and quick, familiar editing
tools that do not depend on network
connectivity. The problem with this
approach is that as users become
mobile, often the system cannot deliver

mail directly to a workstation because the user has no network
connection. Thus, a central machine receives the mail delivery.
A remote file stores outgoing messages composed while the
user is offline, and the MUA program on the microcomputer
accesses the remote file to retrieve incoming mail and to send
outgoing messages. These remote mailbox access protocols
(such as POP3 and IMAP) will be the subject of the next two
articles in this series.

Once the application has determined that a piece of mail is
destined for a local user, the third piece of the puzzle follows.

Enterprise Mail Servers:
Part I — Incoming Mail
Setting Up Sendmail Using M4 Macros

As this series demonstrates, Linux plays an important role in implementing mail infrastructures
for an organization. This month’s article focuses on the transport and mail-handling component,

and examines how to set up a mail server with Sendmail.
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This third component includes an applica-
tion that manages the process of transport-
ing mail between systems and delivering
mail to user mailboxes. This application,
called a Mail Transport Agent (MTA), is
exactly what sendmail is. Figure 1 is a
graphical representation of how the three
pieces (MUA, MTA and Remote Mailbox
Access Protocols) fit together in a complete
solution.

Note: In this architecture, each function —
mail delivery, mail transmission, and
remote mailbox access — can potentially
reside on separate machines, sharing a com-
mon mailbox storage area via a network file
system such as NFS. A combination of this
type of architecture and Linux for S/390
running under VM allows independent scal-
ability of each function. With scalable func-
tions, you can generate staggering amounts
of message processing capability.

Concentrating in more detail on the MTA
function and sendmail, you can conceptual-
ly further subdivide sendmail’s functions
into three logical parts. The first part con-
sists of a network listener operating on TCP
port 25 (the SMTP receiver). The second
part contains a decision-making and
address-rewriting engine for evaluating
incoming and outgoing mail envelopes and
header information. The second part also
encompasses flexibility for making
changes, as the site administrator feels nec-
essary. Finally, the third part includes a set
of local delivery agents that place messages
into specific user mailboxes according to
the requirements of the MUA intending to
read the messages. (The last approach is
very flexible because only the delivery
agent component needs to know any spe-
cial details about mailbox formatting or
other client storage details. This feature
makes sendmail an attractive front-end for
other non-Internet-aware mail systems
such as VinesMail or MS Exchange.)
Figure 2 illustrates this component’s archi-
tecture in block diagram form to further
demonstrate how messages flow through
the processing stream.

Although this article addresses sendmail,
you can choose from several other mail
transfer agents. Postfix, qmail and exim are
all in reasonably wide use on Unix and
Unix-like platforms. System administrators
often support qmail as smaller, faster, less
complicated, and, by default, more secure
than sendmail. Which mail system is right

for you? Sendmail is certainly the standard,
but research the pros and cons of the avail-
able MTAs before making your choice.

As previous articles in this series have
demonstrated, the design of most Unix sys-
tem applications requires operation based

on rules or external configuration files.
Sendmail is no different; the master config-
uration file typically resides in /etc/send-
mail.cf, with some auxiliary files stored in
/etc/mail controlling individual sendmail
components such as the ability to relay mail
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FIGURE 1: RELATIONSHIP OF MUA, MTA, AND REMOTE MAILBOX ACCESS PROTOCOLS

MASQUERADE_AS(`mail.foo.com’)dnl
FEATURE(`masquerade_envelope’)dnl

FIGURE 3: EXAMPLE OF M4 MACRO DEFINITION TO CHANGE MACHINE NAME 

FIGURE 2: INTERNAL FUNCTIONS OF SENDMAIL 

# Define M macro for use with SuSE default setup
DMmail.foo.com

FIGURE 4: EXAMPLE OF MACRO DEFINITION FOR
THE M SENDMAIL MACRO IN /ETC/SENDMAIL.CF
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for other hosts, or lists of host names, for
which this system can accept mail. A quick
review of /etc/sendmail.cf will reveal a lot
of what appears to be random line noise —
relax, this is normal! Sendmail’s configura-
tion syntax is extremely arcane. However,
since version 8 (shipped with most current
Unix systems and all recent Linux distribu-
tions), sendmail has used a macro program-
ming language called M4 to hide the com-
plexity of sendmail.cf from the casual sys-
tem administrator. You can express all of the
common rewriting and decision rules in
sophisticated, pre-defined macros that the
M4 compiler can then use to build a send-
mail.cf file on your behalf. The new send-
mail.cf file possesses complex features such
as forwarding all mail to an enterprise fire-
wall system, or virus scanning or hiding
hundreds of internal machines behind a sin-
gle “foo.com” domain name. The documen-
tation files included with the sendmail
source package describe this function in
detail, but I recommend studying or acquir-
ing the excellent O’Reilly and Associates
book Using Sendmail (also known as the
“bat book” because of the fruit bat image on
the cover) which covers configuration. For
this article, I will use the default configura-
tion to set up the mail server.

SETTING UP A MAIL SERVER
WITH SENDMAIL

Most Linux distributions include send-
mail as a precompiled package; therefore,
the process of loading the sendmail applica-
tion will be dependent on how your Linux
distributor chooses to support package
installation. For the SuSE version (currently
the most common S/390 distribution), use
Yet Another Setup Tool (YaST) to load the
sendmail package from the networking soft-
ware group by using Choose/Install
Packages from the main menu. You will
need to be the super user (that is, you must
log in as “root”). If your distribution does
not include a setup tool like YaST, you can
download the sendmail source package and
documentation from www.sendmail.org.

While the default /etc/sendmail.cf file is
adequate for most uses, it requires some
customization to set options such as the
local domain name and access control
options. YaST does some of this customiza-
tion, but you must change the value of the
M macro (identified as the line with DM as
the first two characters) to ensure that the

specified host name receives all rewritten
mail leaving the machine.

There are two ways to customize the
default options: you can edit the M4 macro
file, or you can edit sendmail.cf directly.
Editing the macro file is always easier, espe-
cially if you want to enable masquerading.
First, determine which M4 macro file gen-

erated sendmail.cf; then make a copy of that
file, change the appropriate pieces, and
rebuild sendmail.cf from the changed file.

The file that you are editing on a SuSE
system is probably /etc/mail/linux.mc. You
should copy the file to local.mc for editing
so that if any changes are broken you can
easily recover the old setup. You want to
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# Access list database (for spam stomping)   
Kaccess hash -o /etc/mail/access.db 

FIGURE 5: ACCESS.DB LOCATION ENTRY POINTING TO /ETC/MAIL/ACCESS.DB

makemap hash /etc/mail/access < /etc/mail/access

FIGURE 7: REBUILDING THE ACCESS DBM FILE

# /etc/mail/access
# Description:

#
#  With this file you can control the access
#  to your mail server.
#
# Format:
#
#<email addr>           <keyword or ### text>
#<domain name>          <keyword or ### text>
#<network addr>         <keyword or ### text>
#              ^^^^^^^^^
#       (these are <TAB> stops)
#
#  Network IP-addresses have to end on octet boundary, e.g. 127.0.0
#  The right hand side `<keyword or ### text>’ could be one of
#  the keywords
#    OK      (accept mails even if other rules would reject them)
#    REJECT  (reject mails even if other rules would accept them)
#    RELAY  (relay this domain, implicit OK within other rules)
#    DISCARD (mail are discard)
#
#  or an `###’ RFC 821 compliant error code and some text, e.g.
#
#    550 We don’t accept mail from spammers
#
# Examples:
#
#cyberspammer.com     550 We don’t accept mail from spammers
#sendmail.org      OK
#192.168            RELAY
#
# Extensions:
#
# Default for loop back is RELAY
127          RELAY
192.168.100  RELAY

FIGURE 6: /ETC/MAIL/ACCESS WITH 192.168.100 PERMITTED TO RELAY MAIL

gw /etc/mail# sendmail -bt                                        
ADDRESS TEST MODE (ruleset 3 NOT automatically invoked)           
Enter <ruleset> <address>                                         
> 0 foo@foo.com                                                   
parse           input: foo @ foo . com                         
Parse0          input: foo @ foo . com                         
Parse0       returns: foo @ foo . com                         
ParseLocal       input: foo @ foo . com                         
ParseLocal     returns: foo @ foo . com                         
Parse1         input: foo @ foo . com                         
Parse1       returns: $# local $: foo @ foo . com             
parse        returns: $# local $: foo @ foo . com             
>

FIGURE 8: SENDMAIL IN TEST MODE
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change two lines to create the text shown in
Figure 3. The string “dnl” simply introduces
a comment that moves to the end of the line;
you pull “dnl” out from the front of the line
and add the domain name in the macro. Any
text editor can make this change.

At this point you probably want to copy the
old sendmail.cf to someplace safe, and then
execute the command m4 /etc/mail/local.mc
> /etc/sendmail.cf. This will generate a new
sendmail.cf file and overwrite the old one.

Of course, you can directly edit the
sendmail.cf file. Make any changes with a
text editor — the line should look something
like the example in Figure 4. Note that there
are no spaces between the DM and the
desired mail server configuration name. The
name used here needs to be a valid domain
name, but does not need to be exactly the
same as the machine running sendmail.
However, to avoid confusion, most system
administrators keep similar domain names.
The remaining options in the default config-
uration are generally acceptable; you should
change a few more things to allow your
users to actually use the MTA.

Warning: If you are using SuSE and decide
to manually edit your sendmail.cf file, you
must set SENDMAIL_TYPE to “no” at the
top of /etc/rc.config.d/sendmail.config.rc.
Otherwise, the next time you run YaST you
will lose your changes to sendmail.cf!

ACCESS CONTROL AND
SENDMAIL

Due to the rise in unsolicited email from
questionable sources (commonly called
“spam”), the default configuration denies
mail transport system access to anyone not
located on the local system (i.e., anyone not
using the internal loop back address
127.0.0.1, which is present on all systems as
a “default” network even when there is no
real physical connection to a network).
Since users need to have access to make the
mail server useful, you need to grant access
to the IP address ranges for your organization.
Browsing further into the /etc/sendmail.cf
file, you see an entry like Figure 5. This
entry identifies another external configuration
file, /etc/mail/access.db. The .db extension
indicates that it is a “DBM” file — a file
stored in an indexed format that allows
rapid access to information. Consider this a
fast “database” lookup format, which is not
directly editable. Therefore, you need some

other way to update the database. Sendmail
comes with a small utility program called
“makemap” that accepts a regular text file
and produces the various DBM files in a
format that the sendmail program can use.
At this point, you need to edit the text version
of the access.db file and then use
“makemap” to update the DBM file in order
to authorize users for the new mail server.

The text-only version of the access.db file
is also usually in /etc/mail, commonly
named /etc/mail/access. Assuming if users
at foo.com use 192.168.100.x as their IP
address range, you update /etc/mail/access
to appear similar to Figure 6. Note that you
can be quite specific about which addresses
and domains accept or reject mail, and you
can even customize the message!

Note: Do not use wildcards like * and ?
although they are permitted in this file.
People who send unsolicited mail are per-
sistent and difficult to eradicate without
strong measures, and many organizations
take drastic and unilateral actions to block
all communications (not just mail) from
systems that send unsolicited electronic
mail. One mistake in this file could cost you
weeks of contacting important (and busy)
system administrators to get your mail server
taken out of their blocked list, including
your suppliers, your partners, and worst of
all, your customers. Be safe and be very
conservative in the networks and domains
that you list here.

Sendmail versions 8.9 and later contain
more active anti-spam measures; one popular
option is to tie sendmail into an external

database, such as MAPS, ORBS, or the
RBL, which contains addresses known to be
used by senders of unsolicited mail, either
as origination or relay points, and reject
mail that comes from a matching address. If
you do this, you are putting your trust into
the remote site’s administrators to keep their
database current and correct. However, it
does save you the considerable legwork of
maintaining a similar list yourself.
Documentation of these features can be
found at www.sendmail.org; although
incredibly useful, this is beyond the scope
of this article.

Once you have finished updating the
file using your favorite editor, save it and
run the command shown in Figure 7 to
update the DBM file. Note the missing .db
extension on the first /etc/mail/access
name and that makemap is smart enough
to add it internally.

DEBUGGING

Once you have completed these steps,
you should be able to send mail from your
favorite electronic mail tool through this
newly configured mail server and see it all
happen before your eyes. If this isn’t quite
working the way you expected, there are a
couple of nifty debugging tricks you can use
to see what’s going on with sendmail and
the mail system at large.

To see how sendmail interprets a particular
address or rewrite rule, sendmail includes a
“test” mode that allows you to try out
address rewrites. To use test mode, start
sendmail from the command line with the -bt
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gw /etc/mail# mail -v tom@bar.net
Subject: test
test
.
EOT
tom@bar.net... Connecting to amidala.bar.net. via esmtp...
220 amidala.bar.net SMTP NAVIEG 2.0.0; Sat, 13 Jan 2001 18:20:50 
>>> EHLO mail.foo.com
250 amidala.bar.net Hello
>>> MAIL From:<root@mail.foo.com>
250 <root@mail.foo.com>... Sender ok
>>> RCPT To:<tom@bar.net>
250 <tom@bar.net>... Recipient ok
>>> DATA
354 Enter mail, end with “.” on a line by itself
>>> .
250 M2001011318205107698 Message accepted for delivery
tom@bar.net... Sent (M2001011318205107698 Message accepted for delivery
)
Closing connection to amidala.bar.net.
>>> QUIT
221 amidala.bar.net closing connection.
gw /etc/mail#

FIGURE 9: EXAMPLE OF “MAIL -V” OUTPUT
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option. Figure 8 shows a sample session.
The output shows how sendmail parses the
address and what rules determine how to
deliver it.

A second method to determine what’s
going on with mail is to send test mail with
the “mail -v” command, which passes an
option to sendmail, which in turn causes
sendmail to echo the entire transaction with
the remote host back to your terminal. This
allows you to diagnose odd rewriting
problems or aliases and a host of other
strange problems. An example of this use is
shown in Figure 9.

SUMMARY

While this article barely scratches the
surface of the problems in configuring an
enterprise mail system, it does demonstrate
that Linux can play a role in quickly imple-
menting mail infrastructure for parts of
organizations. In Part II, I will examine
some of the remote mailbox access tools
like POP3 and IMAP servers, and start to
explore some additional utility functions a
Linux virtual machine can perform in orga-
nizations that have already selected another
mail platform. See you next month!
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